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Abstract
A mined-domain coding technique is introducedfor speech
coding below4 kbls. In eachfiame, apitch cycle is extracted
from the LP residual and differentially time-domain coded.
The decoderperfonnsfrequency-domaininterpolationof the
residualfromthe recoveredpitch cycles.

hterpolation in the frequencydomain Coding in the timedomain bypasses the phase coding problem and ensa
faithfulrepresentation of perceptually signiscantfeatures;it
is also efficient since the quautization can exploit the periodicity of pitch cycles. The fkpency-domain interpolation
is adapted itom [5],
Tbis technique is robust, consistent
and relatively simple.
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1. Introduction

2. Coder structure

Ever since CELP-type schemes have begun to reveal their
limitations in coding voiced speech at low bit rates, much
i n ~ t h a s b e e n f o c u s e d o n h d i n g b e t t e r a l ~ t i v eRes.
cently, several important contributions (e.g., C11. C21, DI,
[4]) exploit the redundancy of voiced speech by extracting
pitch cycles and interpolating between them Two major
issues arise in this approach: (a) how to code the selected
pitch cycles, and cb) how to interpolate them
Codingis generallyperfarmedinthel3equeacydomain,
on the assumption that accurate reproduction of only the
short-timespedralmagnitUdeisimportanttohumanperception. While this is largely conectif we limit ourselves to intelligibility,for synthesizinsgood natural-sounding speech
itisnecessarytocarefullyrecreateasuitableshort-timespectral phase that maintains a ' ' ~ t ~ r d
and
" smooth evolution
withtime. Unfbrtunately,codingthephasedirectlyrequires
too many additional bits, [7], while finding an effective
model for the phase has proven to be elusive. Interpolation
has sometimes been performed in the time domain, reportedly with good quality; however, the methods. W i g fairly
heuristic, are not robust and are hard to reproduce. In contrast, very good quality has been achieved with frequencydomain interpolation schemes, but at the cost of very high
complexity.
We propose a novel, mixed-domain approach in which
timedomain coding of pitch cycles is combined with their

In our proposed d e r the original speechis first passed
through an Lp inverse filter whose cuefficients are computed every 20 ms, the size of the working kame. The
output of the filter is subjected to an open-loop pitch estimation procedure by an autocoxrelation-based algorithm,
and the resulting trajectory is then smoothed. Then, a pitch
cycle is extracted from the beginning of the cunent fiame.
This cycle is quantized and then transmitted to the decoder.
Additional parameters transmitted include the pitch-@od,
a voicedtunvoiced flag, and the LSFs. The voicedhmvoiced
decision is made by a method similar to that employed in
the LPC-lOe standard.
The decoder rebuilds the quantized pitch cycle wave
form, and sends it (together with the previous pitch cycle)
to an interpolation module, desmied later. The excitation
frame obtained from the intexpolator is then passed through
the LP synthesis filter to yield the synthesized speech.
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3. Quantization
Each new quantized pitch cyde waveform is made up of
three contibutions: (a) the previous (quantized) pitch cycle,

suitably time scaled, (b) a selection from a singleimpulse
codebook and (c) one iiom a noise codebook.Each of these
also has a oorresponainggainfactor.
In geaexating (a), we expand or campress the previous
pitch cycle to the current value of the pitch period and shift
and scale it optimally. The inclusion of (b) ensures that the
first pitch cycle at the beginning of every voiced segment of
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speech can be generated. Even when a previous pitch cycle
is available, (b) can be helpful in representing the current
pitch cycle. Fiinally, (&is well-suited to model the residual
difference between current and previous pitch cycles.
The selectionof the above three components and conep d i n g gains is done sequentially in a closed-loopfashion
with a perceptual weighting of the mor. An approximately
correct value for the state of the synthesis filter is achieved
by forming a backward extended periodic excitation segment and passing it through the synthesis filter. Tbis state
computation facilitates the closed-loop search.
A rate of 2.350 bitsls for the excitation can be obtained
with the following bit allocation: 5 bits for each gain, 7 bits
each for (a) and (b), 10 bits for (c), 7 bits for the pitch
period, and 1bit for the voiced/unvoiced flag. With a splitVQ 24 bitshame quantization of the LSFs, the overall bit
rate for the voiced speech becomes 3,550 bits/s.
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4. Interpolation
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5. Results and conclusions
Coding the pitch cycle waveforms in the time-domain allows representing the perceptually significant f e a m of
voiced excitation m an scient manner. The interpolation algorithm a w e s smooth transitianS and good instantan~~equellcytr~g.
resultsindicatethat
the mixeddomain approachhas promise of achievinggood
quality at a bit-rate below 4 kbit/s, and lends itself to several
further improvementsthat are currently under study.
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Fig. 1 Encoder Block Diagram
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